“I was inspired by the Teachings and their
simple presentation by Torkom...”
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Sai Nandan Reddy joined the TSG Community in 2016
He first joined as a student in the 5-year Stepping
into the Teaching program. Sai’s enthusiasm was
apparent when he began talk of opening his own
center in India. Sai achieved his goal! He is the director
and founder of the Initiatic School and Publishing
in Hyderabad, India. Learn more about Sai and the
Initiatic School at initiaticschool.org.

Aspire to Be a Disciple
A practicing disciple is a person who knows that
there is a great future ahead awaiting to reach him in
this present moment. He knows that actualizing this
great future is his one and only way out of confusions,
doubts, sadness, insecurity, fears, anxiety, illusions,
glamours, and addictions in his current life. An
aspirant falls many times but manages to rise again.
Much time is consumed before an aspirant becomes
serious enough to dedicate himself completely to the
path leading towards actualization of his divine inner
potentials. At this stage, he is no longer an aspirant
but becomes a disciple.
A practicing disciple is joyous as he is investing his
valuable time towards working slowly but steadily
towards knowing himself and actualizing his divine
inner potentials. Being a practicing disciple is not a
ten minutes or forty minutes job but it’s a 24×7 job.

Discipleship in Action
During the past two years in the months of OctoberNovember, we were fortunate enough to purchase
and import hundreds of Torkom sirs books from
TSG Foundation to India. These were ordered by my
students and other spiritual enthusiasts in India.
I sincerely thank Gita Saraydarian mam for providing
us with a discount on the books, music and DVDs
on the auspicious occasion of Torkom sir’s birthday,
November 1st.
These books are a treasure for those who are serious
enough to strive and transform themselves and
inspire others towards leading a spiritual lifestyle. I
heavily recommend Torkom sir’s literature.

Establishment of the Initiatic School &
Publications
I was inspired by the Teachings and their simple
presentation by Torkom sir so deeply that I wanted
them to be available to one and all who truly want to
transform themselves, their families, and humanity.
This made me establish a center for personality and
spiritual growth in Hyderabad, India by the name
Initiatic School in May 2018.
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Sai Reddy
The school’s vision is to help individuals develop group consciousness through inner transformation which
should lead towards spiritual, social, economic, scientific, artistic, religious, and educational growth within
their families, groups, and workplaces.
In this regard, we are approaching individuals, corporates, schools, and government institutions to introduce
them to Meditation and Ageless Wisdom through various courses, daily seed thought meditation, and
conducting workshops. We have also incorporated Initiatic Publications to make available the Teachings of
Torkom sir across India in multiple languages.
I am thankful to masters, my students and well-wishers towards helping me purchase a permanent center
for Initiatic School and Publications this year. We have printed Torkom sir’s three titles (booklets) in Hindi
and others are in the pipeline. This year is going to be very exciting as we plan to launch many titles and
introduce the Teachings to various institutions.
I am so blessed being a student of the Teachings through TSG Spiritual University. I thank Gita ma’am and
TSG Foundation for their support towards Initiatic School & Publications.
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